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ABSTRACT

It is generally accepted that, when moving in groups, animals process information to coordinate their motion. Recent studies
have begun to apply rigorous methods based on Information Theory to quantify such distributed computation. Following this
perspective, we use transfer entropy to quantify dynamic information flows locally in space and time across a school of fish
during directional changes around a circular tank, i.e. U-turns. This analysis reveals peaks in information flows during collective
U-turns and identifies two different flows: an informative flow (positive transfer entropy) based on fish that have already turned
about fish that are turning, and a misinformative flow (negative transfer entropy) based on fish that have not turned yet about
fish that are turning. We also reveal that the information flows are related to relative position and alignment between fish, and
identify spatial patterns of information and misinformation cascades. This study offers several methodological contributions and
we expect further application of these methodologies to reveal intricacies of self-organisation in other animal groups and active
matter in general.

Introduction1

Collective motion is one of the most striking examples of aggregated coherent behaviour in animal groups, dynamically2

self-organising out of local interactions between individuals. It is observed in different animal species, such as schools of3

fish1, 2, flocks of birds3–6, colonies of insects7–11 and herds of ungulates12. There is an emerging understanding that information4

plays a dynamic role in such a coordination2, and that distributed information processing is a specific mechanism that endows5

the group with collective computational capabilities13–15.6

Information transfer is of particular relevance for collective behaviour, where it has been observed that small perturbations7

cascade through an entire group in a wave-like manner16–19, with these cascades conjectured to embody information transfer2.8

This phenomenon is related to underlying causal interactions, and a common goal is to infer physical interaction rules directly9

from experimental data20–22 and measure correlations within a collective.10

Nagy et al.23 used a variety of correlation functions to measure directional dependencies between the velocities of pairs11

of pigeons flying in flocks of up to ten individuals, reconstructing the leadership network of the flock. As has been shown12

later, this network does not correspond to the hierarchy between birds24. Information transfer has been extensively studied13

in flocks of starlings, by observing the propagation of direction changes across the flocks25–27. More recently, Rosenthal et14

al.28 attempted to determine a communication structure of a school of fish during its collective evasion manoeuvres manifested15

through cascades of behavioural change. A functional mapping between sensory inputs and motor responses was inferred by16

tracking fish position and body posture, and calculating visual fields.17

The main scientific question we address is how to identify and quantify emergent complex decision-making in groups27, 29,18

exacerbated by misinformative and noisy data. In trying to obtain such understanding, it is important to develop predictive19

models of information propagation among individuals, including behavioural cascades. Specifically, we aim to reveal how20

information propagates within a group and affects collective decisions (e.g., choosing a common traveling direction). This21

would provide an objective way to use such information for predictive modelling of behavioural reactions in response to various22

inputs.23
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Rather than consider semantic or pragmatic information, many contemporary studies employ rigorous information theoretic24

measures that quantify information as uncertainty reduction, following Shannon30, in order to deal with the stochastic,25

continuous and noisy nature of intrinsic information processing in natural systems31. Distributed information processing is26

typically dissected into three primitive functions: the transmission, storage and modification of information32. Information27

dynamics is a recent framework characterising and measuring each of the primitives information-theoretically33, 34. In viewing28

the state update dynamics of a random process as an information processing event, this framework performs an information29

regression in accounting for where the information to predict that state update can be found by an observer, first identifying30

predictive information from the past of the process as information storage, then predictive information from other sources31

as information transfer (including both pairwise transfer from single sources, and higher-order transfers due to multivariate32

effects). The framework has been applied to modelling collective behaviour in several complex systems, such as Cellular33

Automata35–37, Ising spin models38, Genetic Regulatory Networks and other biological networks39–41, and neural information34

processing42, 43.35

This study proposes a domain-independent, information-theoretic approach to detecting and quantifying individual-level36

dynamics of information transfer in animal groups using this framework. This approach is based on transfer entropy44, an37

information-theoretic measure that quantifies the directed and time-asymmetric predictive effect of one random process on38

another. We aim to characterize the dynamics of how information transfer is conducted in space and time within a biological39

school of fish (Hemigrammus rhodostomus or rummy-nose tetras, Figure 1a).40

We stress that the predictive information transfer should be considered from the observer perspective, that is, it is the41

observer that gains (or loses) predictability about a fish motion, having observed another fish. In other words, notwithstanding42

possible influences among the fish that could potentially be reflected in their information dynamics, our quantitative analysis43

focuses on the information flow within the school which is detectable by an external observer, captured by the transfer entropy.44

This means that, whenever we quantify a predictive information flow from a source fish to a destination fish, we attribute the45

change of predictability (uncertainty) to a third party, be it another fish in the school, a predator approaching the school or an46

independent experimentalist. Accordingly, this predictive information flow may or may not account for the causal information47

flow affecting the source and the destination45, 46—however it does typically indicate presence of causality, either within the48

considered pair or from some common cause.49

We focus on collective direction changes, i.e. collective U-turns, during which the directional changes of individuals50

progress in a rapid cascade, at the end of which a coherent motion is re-established within the school. Sets of different U-turns51

are comparable across experiments under the same conditions, permitting a statistically significant analysis involving an entire52

set of U-turns.53

By looking at the pointwise or local values of transfer entropy over time, rather than at its average values, we are not only54

able to detect information transfer, but also to observe its dynamics over time and across the school. We demonstrate that55

information is indeed constantly flowing within the school, and identify the source-destination lag where predictive information56

flow is maximised (which has an interpretation as an observer-detectable reaction time to other fish). The information flow is57

observed to peak during collective directional changes, where there is a typical “cascade” of predictive gains and losses to be58

made by observers of these pairwise information interactions. Specifically, we identify two distinct predictive information59

flows: (i) an “informative” flow, characterised by positive local values of transfer entropy, based on fish that have already60

changed direction about fish that are turning, and (ii) a “misinformative” flow, characterised by negative local values of transfer61

entropy, based on fish that have not changed direction yet about the fish that are turning. Finally, we identify spatial patterns62

coupled with the temporal transfer entropy, which we call spatio-informational motifs. These motifs reveal spatial dependencies63

between the source of information and its destination, which shape the directed pairwise interactions underlying the informative64

and misinformative flows. The strong distinction revealed by our quantitative analysis between informative and misinformative65

flows is expected to have an impact on modelling and understanding the dynamics of collective animal motion.66

Information-theoretic measures for collective motion67

The study of Wang et al.47 introduced the use of transfer entropy to investigations of collective motion. This work quantitatively68

verified the hypothesis that information cascades within an (artificial) swarm can be spatiotemporally revealed by conditional69

transfer entropy35, 36 and thus correspond to communications, while the collective memory can be captured by active information70

storage37.71

Richardson et al.48 applied related variants of conditional mutual information, a measure of non-linear dependence between72

two random variables, to identify dynamical coupling between the trajectories of foraging meerkats. Transfer entropy has73

also been used to study the response of schools of zebrafish to a robotic replica of the animal49, 50, and to infer leadership74

in pairs of bats51 and simulated zebrafish52. Lord et al.53 also posed the question of identifying individual animals which75

are directly interacting with other individuals, in a swarm of insects (Chironomus riparius). Their approach used conditional76
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mutual information (called “causation entropy” although it does not directly measure causality46), inferring “information flows”77

within the swarm over moving windows of time.78

Unlike the study of Wang et al.47, the above studies quantified average dependencies over time rather than local dependencies79

at specific time points; for example, leadership relationships in general rather than their (local) dynamics over time. Local80

versions of transfer entropy and active information storage have been used to measure pairwise correlations in a “swarm” of81

soldier crabs, finding that decision-making is affected by the group size54. Statistical significance was not reported, presumably82

due to a small sample size. Similar techniques were used to construct interaction networks within teams of simulated RoboCup83

agents55.84

In this study we focus on local (or pointwise) transfer entropy35, 44, 56 for specific samples of time-series processes of85

fish motion, which allows us to reconstruct the dynamics of information flows over time. Local transfer entropy35, captures86

information flow from the realisation of a source variable Y to a destination variable X at time n. As described in Methods, local87

transfer entropy is defined as the information provided by the source y

n�v

= {yn�v,yn�v�1, . . . ,yn�v�l+1}, where v is a time delay88

and l is the history length, about the destination xn in the context of the past of the destination x

n�1

= {xn�1,xn�2, . . . ,xn�k},89

with a history length k:90

ty!x(n,v) = log2
p(xn|x

n�1

,y
n�v

)

p(xn|x
n�1

)
. (1)91

Importantly, local values of transfer entropy can be negative, while the average transfer entropy is non-negative. Negative92

values of the local transfer entropies indicate that the source is misinformative about the next state of the destination (i.e. it93

increases uncertainty). Previous studies that used average measures over sliding time windows in order to investigate how94

information transfer varies over time48, 53 cannot detect misinformation because they measure average but not local values.95

As an observational measure, transfer entropy does not measure causal effect of the source on the target; this can only be96

established using interventional measures45, 46, 57, 58. Rather, transfer entropy measures the predictive information gained from97

a source variable about the state transition in a target, which may be viewed as information transfer when measured on an98

underlying causal interaction46. It should be noted that while some researchers may be initially more interested in causality, the99

concept of information transfer reveals much about the dynamics that causal effect does not46, in particular being associated100

with emergent local structure in dynamics in complex systems35, 47 and with changes in behaviour, state or regime38, 59, as well101

as revealing the misinformative interactions described above. As a particular example, local transfer entropy spatiotemporally102

highlights emergent glider entities in cellular automata35, which are analogues of cascading turning waves in swarms (also103

highlighted by transfer entropy47), while local measures of causality do not differentiate these from the background dynamics46.104

In general, to understand the processes that govern collective behaviour in animal groups, it is important to disentangle the105

interactions between fish, how these interactions are combined and how interrelated are the individual behaviours. This can106

be achieved much more easily by investigating collective behaviour in small groups of individuals. Such methodology21, 60
107

has been successfully applied to studies of the individual level-interactions involved in several examples of collective animal108

behaviour: aggregation in cockroaches61, 62, division of labor, corpse aggregation and nest building in ant colonies63–65,109

collective motion in groups of pelagic fish21, 60 and collective motion in human groups66, 67. Although for schools of minnows110

(Phoxinus phoxinus), two fish schools are qualitatively different from schools containing three or more, the effects seem to level111

off by the time the school reaches a size of six individuals68. Collective behaviour, as well as a stereotypical “phase transition”,112

when an increase in density leads to the onset of directional collective motion, have also been detected in small groups of113

six glass prawns (Paratya australiensis)69. Furthermore, at such intermediate group sizes, it has been observed that multiple114

fish interactions could often be faithfully factorised into pair interactions in one particular species of fish21. The rationale for115

choosing a limited number of fish is also strengthened by the fact that it allowed us to quantify both the dynamics of collective116

decisions at the group level and the predictive information flow, while preserving the coordination of swimming in this species117

that exhibits strong schooling behaviour.118

In our study we investigated information transfer within a school of fish during specific collective direction changes, i.e.,119

U-turns, in which the school collectively reverses its direction. Groups of five fish were placed in a ring-shaped tank (Figure120

1b), a design conceived to constrain fish swimming circularly, with the possibility of undergoing U-turns spontaneously, without121

any obstacles or external factors. A similar well-controlled environment has been previously successfully used in studies of122

groups of locusts7, enabling a large number of replicates which for obvious reasons cannot be done in a natural environment.123

In many species of fish, sudden collective changes of the state of a school may happen without external cause as a124

consequence of stochastic effects70. In these cases, local behavioural changes of a single individual can lead to large transitions125

between collective states of the school, such as between the schooling and milling states71. Determining how fluctuations in126

individual behaviour, for instance in heading direction, propagate within a group is a key to understanding transitions between127

collective states in fish schools and in animal groups in general. In our setup, fish swim in a highly synchronised and polarised128

manner, and can only head in two directions, clockwise or anticlockwise, regularly switching from one to the other. Our work129
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Figure 1. Transfer entropy within the school during a U-turn. Figure 1a is a photo of a spontaneous U-turn initiated by a single
fish in a group of five Hemigrammus rhodostomus fish. Figure 1b shows the experimental ring-shaped tank. Figure 1c plots the
school’s polarisation during a U-turn and the detected transfer entropy over a time interval of approximately 6 seconds. The
purple line represents the school’s polarisation, while dots represent local values of transfer entropy between all directed pairs
of fish: red dots represent positive transfer entropy and blue dots represent negative transfer entropy. Time is discretised in steps
of length 0.02 seconds and for each time step 20 points of these local measures are plotted, for the 20 directed pairs formed out
of 5 fish. The yellow lines in the inset are the thresholds for considering a value of transfer entropy statistically different from
zero (p < 0.05 before false discovery rate correction, see Methods). Grey dots between these lines represent values that are not
statistically different from zero. Credits to David Villa ScienceImage/CBI/CNRS, Toulouse, 2015, for Figures 1a and 1b.

thus also allows us to analyse in groups how individual U-turns occur, propagate through the group, and ultimately lead to130

collective U-turns. A total of 455 U-turns have been observed during 10 trials of one hour duration each.131

We computed local transfer entropy between each (directed) pair of fish from time series obtained from fish heading.132

Specifically, the destination process X was defined as the directional change of the destination fish, while the source process Y133

was defined as the relative heading of the destination fish with respect to the source fish (see Methods). This allowed us to134

capture the influence of the source-destination fish alignment on the directional changes of the destination. Such influence is135

usually delayed in time and we estimated the optimal delay (maximizing hty!x(n,v)in
72, see Methods) at v = 6, corresponding136

to 0.12 seconds.137

Results138

Information flows during U-turns139

In order to represent the school’s orientation around the tank, we define its polarisation as its circumferential velocity component,140

so that it is positive when the school is swimming clockwise and negative when it is swimming anti-clockwise (see Methods).141

The better the school’s average heading is aligned with an ideal circular trajectory around the tank, the higher is the intensity of142

the polarisation. When the school is facing one of the tank’s walls, for example in the middle of a U-turn, the polarisation is143

zero, and the polarisation flips sign during U-turns. Polarisation allows us to map local values of transfer entropy onto the144

progression of the collective U-turns.145

The analyses of transfer entropy over time reveal that the measure clearly diverges from its baseline in the vicinity of146

U-turns, as shown in the representative U-turn in Figure 1c (Supplementary Figure S1 shows a longer time interval during147

which several U-turns can be observed). The figure shows that during regular circular motion, when the school’s polarisation is148

highly pronounced, transfer entropy is low. As the polarisation approaches zero the intensity of transfer entropy grows, peaking149

near the middle of a U-turn, when polarisation switches its sign.150

We clarify that the aim here is not to establish transfer entropy as an alternative to polarisation for detecting turn; rather,151

our aim is to use polarisation to describe the overall progression of the collective U-turns and then to use transfer entropy to152

investigate the underlying information flows in the dynamics of such turns. Indeed, transfer entropy is found to be statistically153
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Figure 2. Positive and negative information flows during a U-turn. Figure 2a shows the trajectories of the five fish during the
U-turn shown in Figure 1. The two black lines are the inner and the outer walls of the tank, and each of the five trajectories
coloured in different shades of purple correspond to a different fish: from darkest purple for the first fish turning (Fish 1), to the
lightest purple for the last (Fish 5). The total time interval is approximately 2 seconds, during which all fish turn from
swimming anti-clockwise to clockwise. Figure 2d depicts the polarisations of the five fish, showing the temporal sequence of
fish turns. Figure 2b shows the fish trajectories again, but this time indicates the value of the incoming local transfer entropy to
each fish as a destination, averaged over the other four fish as sources. The colour of each trajectory changes as the fish
turn: strong red indicates intense positive transfer entropy; strong blue indicates intense negative transfer entropy; intermediate
grey indicates that transfer entropy is close to zero. Figure 2e is obtained analogously to Figure 2b, but the polarisations of the
individual fish are shown rather than their trajectories. Figures 2c and 2f mirror Figures 2b and 2e, but where the direction of
the transfer entropy has been inverted: the colour of each trajectory or polarisation now indicates the value of the outgoing local
transfer entropy from each fish as a source, averaged over the other four fish as destinations.

different from zero at many points outside of the U-turns (see Supplementary Figure S1), although the largest values and most154

concentrated regions of these are during the U-turns. This indicates that information transfer occurs even when fish school155

together without changing direction; we know that the fish are not executing precisely uniform motion during these in-between156

periods, and so interpret these small amounts of information transfer as sufficiently underpinning the dynamics of the group157

maintaining its collective heading.158

We also see in Figure 1c that both positive and negative values of transfer entropy are detected. In order to understand159

the role of the positive and negative information flows during collective motion, in the next section we show the dynamics of160

transfer entropy for individual pairwise interactions.161

Informative and misinformative flows162

Our analysis revealed a clear relationship between positive and negative values of transfer entropy and the sequence of individual163

fish turning, which is illustrated in Figure 2. Figure 2a shows the trajectories of individual fish during the same U-turn depicted164

in Figure 1. These trajectories are retraced in Figure 2d in terms of polarisation of each fish. It is quite clear that there is a165

well-defined sequence of individual U-turns during the collective U-turn. Moreover, Figure 2 shows how the transfer entropy166

maps onto the fish trajectories, both from the fish whose trajectory is traced as a source to the other four fish—i.e. outgoing167

transfer entropy—and, vice versa, from the other four fish to the traced one as a destination—i.e. incoming transfer entropy.168

The incoming transfer entropy clearly peaks during the destination fish’s individual turns and its local values averaged over169

all sources go from negative, for the first (destination) fish that turns, to positive for the last fish turning (Figures 2b and 2e). In170

the opposite direction, the outgoing transfer entropy (averaged over all destinations) displays negative peaks only before the171
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Figure 3. Figure 3a shows the polarisation of the second fish turning, together with the incoming transfer entropy to that fish
as the destination, with the other four fish as the sources: red dots represent positive values and blue dots represent negative
values. Figure 3b mirrors Figure 3a, but with the outgoing transfer entropy from that fish as the source, and the other four fish
as destinations. In Figure 3c, each purple line corresponds to a fish, with the shade again reflecting the order in which the fish
turn (darkest for first fish to turn, and lightest for the last). Now however (in Figure 3c), rather than corresponding to a single
U-turn event, the incoming local transfer entropy (to each fish as a destination, averaged over the other four fish as sources) is
averaged over all 455 observed U-turns and is shown as a function of time. The horizontal axis is the relative time of the
U-turns, with zero being the time when the average polarisation of the school changes sign. Figure 3d mirrors Figure 3c, but
where the direction of the transfer entropy has been inverted (showing outgoing transfer from each fish in turning order).

source fish has turned, and positive peaks only afterwards (Figures 2c and 2f). Figure 2 suggests that predictive information172

transfer intensifies only when a destination fish is turning, with this transfer being informative based on source fish that have173

already turned and misinformative based on source fish that have not turned yet.174

This phenomenon can be observed very clearly in Figures 3a and 3b, which show the transfer entropy in both directions for175

a single fish (the second fish turning in Figures 1 and 2). One positive peak of incoming transfer entropy (indicating informative176

flow) and three negative ones (misinformative flows) are detected when this fish, as a destination, is undergoing the U-turn177

(Figure 3a). No other peaks are detected for this fish as a destination. On the other hand, one negative peak of outgoing transfer178

entropy is detected before the fish, this time as a source, has turned, and three positive peaks are detected after the fish has179

turned (Figure 3b). These four peaks occur respectively when the first, the third, the fourth and the fifth fish undergo the U-turn,180

as is evident by comparing Figures 3b and 2d. A movie of the fish undergoing this specific U-turn is provided in Supplementary181

Video S1, while a detailed reconstruction of the U-turn, showing the dynamics of transfer entropy over time for each directed182

pair of fish, is provided in Supplementary Video S2.183

In order to demonstrate that the phenomenon described here holds for U-turns in general, and not only for the representative184

one shown in Figure 2, we performed an aggregated analysis of all 455 U-turns observed during the experiment. Since the185

order in which fish turn is not the same in every U-turn, in this analysis, we refer not to single fish as individuals, but rather to186

fish in the order in which they turn. Thus, when we refer, for instance, to “the first fish that turns”, we may be pointing to a187

different fish at each U-turn.188

The aggregated results are presented in Figures 3c and 3d. Figure 3c shows that incoming transfer entropy peaks for each189

fish in turning order and gradually grows, from a minimum negative peak corresponding to the first fish turning, to a maximum190

positive peak corresponding to the last fish turning. Vice versa, Figure 3d shows that outgoing transfer entropy peaks only191

positively for the first fish turning, which is an informative source about all other fish turning afterwards. For the last fish that192

turns the peak is negative, since this fish is misinformative about all other fish that have already turned. The second, third and193

fourth fish present both a negative and a positive peak. The intensity of the negative peaks increases from the second fish to the194
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. Spatio-informational motifs. Each diagram is a circle centred on a source fish with zero heading, providing a
reference. In each diagram space is divided into 60 angular sectors measuring 6�. Within each circle we group all pairwise
samples from all 455 U-turns such that the source fish is placed in the centre and the destination fish is placed within the circle
in one of the sectors. The left circles in Figures 4a and 4b aggregate the relative positions of destination fish, while the right
circles aggregate the relative headings of destination fish. The value of each radial sector (for both position and heading)
represents the average of the corresponding values of either positive (Figure 4a) of negative (Figure 4b) transfer entropy. For
example, the value in each sector of the left diagram of 4a represents the average positive transfer entropy for a destination fish,
given it has relative position in that sector with respect to the source fish: all positive values of transfer entropy corresponding
to each sector are summed and divided by the total number of values corresponding to that sector. The value in each sector of
the right diagram of 4a represents the average positive transfer entropy for a destination fish, given that its heading diverges
from the one of the source by an angle in that sector. Figure 4b mirrors Figure 4a this negative transfer entropy. The source fish
data are taken from the time points corresponding to the time delay v with respect to the source.

fourth, while the intensity of the positive peak decreases.195

In general, the source fish is informative about all destination fish turning after it and misinformative about any destination196

fish turning before it. This is because the prior turn of a source helps the observer to predict the later turn of the destination,197

whereas examining a source which has not turned yet itself is actively unhelpful (misinformative) in predicting the occurrence198

of such a turn. This also explains why, for a source, the negative peaks come before positives.199

The sequential cascade-like dynamics of information flow suggests that the strongest sources of predictive information200

transfer are fish that have already turned. Moreover our analyses reveal that once a fish has performed a U-turn, its behaviour in201

general ceases to be predictable based on the behaviour of other fish that swim in opposite direction (in fact such fish would202

provide misinformative predictions). This suggests an asymmetry of predictive information flows based on and about an203

individual fish during U-turns.204

Spatial motifs of information transfer205

It is reasonable to assume that predictive information transfer in a school of fish results from spatial interactions among206

individuals. We investigated the role of pairwise spatial interactions in carrying the positive and negative information flows that207

we detected in the previous section, looking for spatial patterns of information and misinformation transfer.208

In particular we established the statistics of the relative position and heading of the destination fish relative to the source fish,209

at times when the transfer entropy from the source to the destination is more intense. For this purpose we used radial diagrams210

(see Figure 4) representing the relative data in terms transfer entropy, focusing separately on their positive (informative) and211

negative (misinformative) values. In each diagram we aggregate data from all 455 U-turns and all pairs. The diagrams show212

clear spatial patterns coupled with the transfer entropy, which we call spatio-informational motifs.213

We see that positive information transfer is on average more intense from source fish to: a. other fish positioned behind214

them (Figure 4a, left), and b. to fish with headings closer to perpendicular rather than parallel to them (Figure 4a, right). We215

know from Figures 2 and 3 that positive transfer entropy is detected from source fish that have already turned to destination fish216

that are turning. Thus, Figure 4a suggests that a source is more informative about destination fish that are left behind it after a217

turn, most intensely when the destination fish are executing their own turning manoeuvre to follow the source. Directional218

relationships from individuals in front towards others that follow were observed in previous works on birds23, bats51 and219

fish20, 22, 28.220

For negative information transfer (Figure 4b) we see a different spatio-informational motif. Negative information transfer is221
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on average more intense to fish generally positioned at the side and with opposite heading. This aligns with Figures 2 and 3 in222

that negative transfer entropy typically flows from fish that have not turned yet to those which are turning.223

In summary, transfer entropy has a clear spatial signature, showing that the spatiotemporal dependencies in the studied224

school of fish are not random but reflect specific interactions.225

Discussion226

Information transfer within animal groups during collective motion is hard to quantify because of implicit and distributed227

communication channels with delayed and long-ranged effects, selective attention73 and other species-specific cognitive228

processes. Here we presented a rigorous framework for detecting and measuring predictive information flows during collective229

motion, by attending to the dynamic statistical dependence of directional changes in destination fish on relative heading of230

sources. This predictive information flow should be interpreted as a change (gain or loss) in predictability obtained by an231

observer.232

We studied Hemigrammus rhodostomus fish placed in a ring-shaped tank which effectively only allowed the fish to move233

straight ahead or turn back to perform a U-turn. The individual trajectories of the fish were recorded for hundreds of collective234

U-turns, enabling us to perform a statistically significant information-theoretical analysis for multiple pairs of source and235

destination fish.236

Transfer entropy was used in detecting pairwise time delayed dependencies within the school. By observing the local237

dynamics of this measure, we demonstrated that predictive information flows intensify during collective direction changes—238

i.e. the U-turns—a hypothesis that until now was not verified in a real biological system. Furthermore, we identified two distinct239

predictive information flows within the school: an informative flow based on fish that have already preformed the U-turn about240

fish that are turning, and a misinformative flow based on fish that have not preformed the U-turn yet about the fish that are241

turning.242

We also explored the role of spatial dynamics in generating the influential interactions that carry the information flows,243

another well-known problem. In doing so, we mapped the detected values of transfer entropy against fish relative position and244

heading, identifying clear spatio-informational motifs. Importantly, the positive and negative predictive information flows were245

shown to be associated with specific spatial signatures of source and destination fish. For example, positive information flow246

is detected when the source fish is in front of the destination, similarly to what was already observed in previous works on247

animals20, 22, 23, 28, 51. The identified sequential cascade-like dynamics of information flow is well-pronounced, suggesting that248

this pattern will be retained in larger schools—this however remains a subject of future research.249

One of our results that could be highlighted is a that a fish that has just made a u-turn may decide to ignore the input of250

other fish moving in opposite direction (which is shown by the misinformation flow). A fish can thus choose to move in the251

opposite direction of the majority. This suggests that the behavioural tendency of a fish to align in the direction of the majority252

of its neighbours, which is a manifestation of social conformity and implemented in most models of collective motion, can be253

“shut down” for some time. When these events occur, a fish can temporary take the lead of a group thanks to the behavioural254

contagion. Our analysis provides a way to create a quantitative model for predictive information flow between fish and thus255

brings a better understanding of the processes underlying collective decisions in fish groups and animal groups in general.256

Local transfer entropy as it was applied in this study reveals the dynamics of pairwise information transfer. It is well-257

known that multivariate extensions to the transfer entropy, e.g. conditioning on other information sources, can be useful in258

terms of eliminating redundant pairwise relationships whilst also capturing higher-order relationships beyond pairwise (i.e.259

synergies)35, 36, 46, 74–76, and as such the identification of effective neighbourhoods cannot be accurately inferred using pairwise260

relationships alone. Improvements are possible by adapting algorithms for deciding when to include higher-order multivariate261

transfer entropies (and which variables to condition on), developed to study effective networks in brain imaging data sets77–80,262

to collective animal behaviour, as such methods can eliminate redundant connections and detect synergistic effects. Whether263

or not such algorithms will prove useful for swarm dynamics is an open research question, with conflicting findings that first264

suggest that multiple fish interactions could be faithfully factorised into simply pair interactions in one species21 but conversely265

that this may not necessarily generalise20.266

In any case, such adaptations to capture multivariate effects will be non-trivial, as it must handle the short-term and dynamic267

structure of interactions across the collective. Early attempts have been made using (a similar measure to) conditional TE—on268

average over time windows—in collectives under such algorithms53, however it remains to be seen what such measures reveal269

about the collective dynamics on a local scale.270

In summary, we have proposed a novel information-theoretic framework for studying the dynamics of information transfer271

in collective motion and applied it to a school of fish, without making any specific assumptions on fish behavioural traits and/or272

rules of interaction. This framework can be easily applied to studies of other biological collective phenomena, such as swarming273

and flocking, artificial multi-agent systems and active matter in general.274
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Methods275

Ethics statement276

All experiments have been approved by the Ethics Committee for Animal Experimentation of the Toulouse Research Federation277

in Biology N1 and comply with the European legislation for animal welfare.278

Experimental procedures279

70 Hemigrammus rhodostomus (rummy-nose tetras) were purchased from Amazonie Labège (http://www.amazonie.280

com) in Toulouse, France. Fish were kept in 150 L aquariums on a 12:12 hour, dark:light photoperiod, at 27.7�C (±0.5�C) and281

were fed ad libitum with fish flakes. Body lengths of the fish used in these experiments were on average 31 mm (± 2.5 mm).282

The experimental tank measured 120⇥120 cm, was made of glass and set on top of a box to isolate fish from vibrations.283

The setup, placed in a chamber made by four opaque white curtains, was surrounded by four LED light panels giving an284

isotropic lighting. A ring-shaped tank made from two tanks (an outer wall of radius 35 cm and an inner wall, a cone of radius 25285

cm at the bottom, both shaping a corridor of 10 cm) was set inside the experimental tank filled with 7 cm of water of controlled286

quality (50% of water purified by reverse osmosis and 50% of water treated by activated carbon) heated at 28.1�C (±0.7�C).287

The conic shape of the inner wall has been chosen to avoid the occlusion on videos of fish swimming too close to the inner wall288

that would occur with straight walls.289

Five fish were randomly sampled from their breeding tank for a trial. Fish were ensured to be used only in one experiment290

per day at most. Fish were let for 10 minutes to habituate before the start of the trial. A trial consisted in one hour of fish291

swimming freely (i.e. without any external perturbation).292

Data extraction and pre-processing293

Fish trajectories were recorded by a Sony HandyCam HD camera filming from above the setup at 50Hz (50 frames per second)294

in HDTV resolution (1920⇥1080p). Videos were converted from MTS to AVI files with the command-line tool FFmpeg 2.4.3.295

Positions of fish on each frame were tracked with the tracking software idTracker 2.181.296

When possible, missing positions of fish have been manually corrected, only during the collective U-turn events detected297

by the sign changes of polarisation of the fish groups. The corrections have involved manual tracking of fish misidentified298

by idTracker as well as interpolation or merging of positions in the cases where only one fish was detected instead of several299

because they were swimming too close from each others for a long time. All sequences less or equal than 50 consecutive missing300

positions were interpolated. Larger sequence of missing values have been checked by eye to check whether interpolating was301

reasonable or not—if not, merging positions with closest neighbors was considered.302

Time series of positions have been converted from pixels to meters and the origin of the coordinate system O(0,0) has303

been set to the centre of the ring-shaped tank. The resulting data set contains 9,273,720 data points (1,854,744 for each fish)304

including all the ten trials. Velocity was numerically derived from position using the symmetric difference quotient two-point305

estimation82. Heading was then computed as the four-quadrant inverse tangent of velocity and used to compute transfer entropy.306

Polarisation307

The polarisation is used to represent the orientation of a fish or of the whole school around the tank, which can be clockwise or308

anti-clockwise, and is defined as the circumferential velocity component of the velocity a fish or of the whole school. Let Z and309

Ż be the two-dimensional position and normalised velocity of a fish, defined as Cartesian vectors with the centre of the tank310

being the origin—in case of the whole school, Z and Ż are averaged over all fish. The fish direction along an ideal circular311

clockwise rotation is described by a unit vector z = w⇥Z
|w⇥Z| , where w is a vector orthogonal to plane of the rotation, chosen using312

the left-hand rule. In other words, z is the azimuthal unit vector of the fish heading q .313

The polarisation is defined as Ż · z, so that it is positive when the fish is swimming clockwise and negative when it is314

swimming anti-clockwise. Also, the better Ż is aligned with z or �z, the higher is the intensity of the polarisation. On the315

contrary, as Ż deviates from z or �z, the polarisation decreases and eventually reaches zero when Ż and z are orthogonal. As a316

consequence, during a U-turn the intensity of the polarisation decreases and becomes zero at least once, before it increases317

again with the opposite sign.318

Local transfer entropy319

Transfer entropy44 is defined in terms of Shannon entropy, a fundamental measure in Information Theory30 that quantifies320

the uncertainty of random variables. Shannon entropy of a random variable X is H(X) =�Âx2X p(x) log2 p(x), where p(x)321

is the probability of a specific instance x of X . H(X) can be interpreted as the minimal expected number of bits required322

to encode a value of X without losing information. The joint Shannon entropy between two random variables X and Y is323

H(X ,Y ) =�Âx2X Ây2Y p(x,y) log2 p(x,y), where p(x,y) is the joint probability of instances x of X and y of Y . This quantity324
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allows the definition of conditional Shannon entropy as H(X |Y ) = H(X ,Y )�H(X), which represents the uncertainty of X325

knowing Y .326

In this study we are interested in local (or pointwise) transfer entropy56, 83 for specific instances of time-series processes of327

fish motion, which allows us to reconstruct the dynamics of information flows over time. Shannon information content of an328

instance xn of process X at time n is defined as h(xn) =� log2 p(xn). The quantity h(xn) is the information content attributed to329

the specific instance xn, or the information required to encode or predict that specific value. Conditional Shannon information330

content of an instance xn of process X given an instance yn of process Y is defined as h(xn|yn) = h(xn,yn)�h(xn).331

Local transfer entropy is defined as the information provided by the source y

n�v

= {yn�v,yn�v�1, . . . ,yn�v�l+1}, where332

v is a time delay and l is the history length, about the destination xn in the context of the past of the destination x

n�1

=333

{xn�1,xn�2, . . . ,xn�k}, with a history length k:334

ty!x(n,v) = h(xn|x
n�1

)�h(xn|x
n�1

,y
n�v

)

= log2
p(xn|x

n�1

,y
n�v

)

p(xn|x
n�1

)
.

(2)335

Transfer entropy TY!X (v) is the average of the local transfer entropies ty!x(n,v) over samples (or over n under a stationary336

assumption). The transfer entropy is asymmetric in Y and X and is also a dynamic measure (rather than a static measure of337

correlations) since it measures information in state transitions of the destination.338

In order to compute transfer entropy here, the source variable Y and destination variable X are defined in terms of the fish339

heading. Specifically, X is the first-order divided difference (Newton’s difference quotient) of the destination fish heading,340

while Y is the difference between the two fish headings at the same time. Let qS and qD be respectively the heading time series341

of the source and the destination fish. We then construct variables X and Y as follows, for all time points n:342

xn = q D
n �q D

n�1 (3)

yn = q D
n �q S

n . (4)

Figure 5. Source and destination variables.

343

Thus, yn represents the relative heading of the destination fish with respect to the source fish, while xn represents the directional344

change of the destination fish. The variables were so defined in order to capture directional changes of the destination fish in345

relation to its alignment with the source fish, which is considered an important component of movement updates in swarm346

models84.347

Given the definition of the variables (3) and (4), we computed local transfer entropy ty!x(n,v) using Equation (2), where348

v was determined as described in section “Parameters optimisation” that follows. The past state x

n�1

of the destination in349

transfer entropy was defined as a vector of an embedding space of dimensionality k and delay t , with x

n�1

= {xn�1� jt}, for350

j = {0,1, . . . ,k�1}. Finding optimal values for k and t is also described in section “Parameters optimisation”. The state of the351

source process y

n�v

was also defined as a vector of an embedding space whose the dimensionality l and delay t 0 were similarly352

optimised. The local transfer entropy ty!x(n,v) computed on these variables therefore tells us how much information (l time353

steps of) the heading of the destination relative to the source adds to our knowledge of the directional change in the destination354

(some v time steps later), in the context of k past directional changes of the destination. We note that while turning dynamics of355

the destination may contain more entropy (as rare events), there will only be higher transfer entropy at these events if the source356

fish is able to add to the prediction of such dynamics.357

Computing transfer entropy requires knowledge of the probabilities of xn and yn defined in (3) and (4). These are not358

known a priori, but the measures can be estimated from the data samples using existing techniques. In this study, this was359

accomplished by modelling the probability distribution function as a multivariate Gaussian distribution (making the transfer360

entropy proportional to the Granger causality85). This technique is the simplest first order estimation available and well applied361

for transfer entropy86. We used the JIDT software implementation87.362
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Figure 6. Time lag optimisation. The red line represents the average transfer entropy (with k = l = 3, t = t 0 = 1) over all
samples, as a function of the time delay between the source variable and the destination variable, for time delays between 0.02
to 1 seconds (1 to 50 time cycles).

Also, we assume stationarity of behaviour and homogeneity across the fish, such that we can pool together all pairwise363

samples from all time steps, for all trials, maximising the number of samples available for the calculation of each measure. For364

performance efficiency, we make calculations of the local measures using 10 separate sub-sampled sets (sub-sampled evenly365

across the trials), then recombine into a single resultant information-theoretic data set.366

Parameter optimisation367

The embedding dimensionality and delay for the source and the past state of the destination need to be appropriately chosen368

in order to optimise the quality of transfer entropy. The combination (k,t) for the past state of the destination, as well as the369

combination (l,t 0) for the source, have been optimised separately by minimising the global self-prediction error, as described370

in88, 89. In the case of Markov processes, the optimal dimensionality of the embedding is the order of the process. Lower371

dimensions do not provide the same amount of predictive information, while higher dimensions add redundancy that weaken the372

prediction. For non-Markov processes, the algorithm selects the highest dimensionality found to contribute to self-prediction of373

the destination whilst still being supported by the finite amount of data that we have. Values of the dimensionality between 1374

and 10 have been explored in combination with values of the delay between 1 and 5. The optimal combinations were found to375

be the same for both the source and the past of the destination: k = l = 3, t = t 0 = 1.376

The lag v was also optimised. This was done by maximising the average transfer entropy (after the optimisation of k, t , l377

and t 0) as per72, over lags between 0.02 and 1 second, at time steps of 0.02 seconds. The average transfer entropy was observed378

to grow and reach a local maximum at v = 6 (0.12 seconds), and then decrease for higher values (see Figure 6). This result379

might have a biological interpretation: it is plausible for a fish to have a minimum reaction time, which delays the response to380

behaviour of other fish.381

Statistical significance of estimates of local transfer entropy382

Theoretically, transfer entropy between two independent variables is zero. However, a non-zero bias (and a variance of estimates383

around that bias) is likely to be observed when, as in this study, transfer entropy is numerically estimated from a finite number384

of samples. This leads to the problem of determining whether a non-zero estimated value represents a real relationship between385

two variables, or is otherwise not statistically significant89.386

There are known statistical significance tests for the average transfer entropy87, 90, 91, involving comparing the measured387

value to a null hypothesis that there was no (directed) relationship between the variables. For an average transfer entropy388

estimated from N samples, one surrogate measurement is constructed by resampling the corresponding y

n�v

for each of the N389

samples of {xn,x
n�1

} and then computing the average transfer entropy over these new surrogate samples. This process retains390

p(xn|x
n�1

) and p(y
n�v

), but not p(xn|yn�v

,x
n�1

). Many surrogate measurements are repeated so as to construct a surrogate391

distribution under this null hypothesis of no directed relationship, and the transfer entropy estimate can then be compared in392

a statistical test against this distribution. For the average transfer entropy measured via the linear-Gaussian estimator, it is393

known that analytically the surrogates (in nats, and multiplied by 2⇥N) asymptotically follow a c2 distribution with l degrees394
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of freedom92, 93. We use this distribution to confirm that the transfer entropy at the selected lag of 0.12 seconds (and indeed395

all lags tested) is statistically significant compared to the null distribution (at p < 0.05 plus a Bonferroni correction for the396

multiple comparisons across the 50 candidate lags).397

Next, we introduce an extension of these methods in order to assess the statistical significance of the local values. This398

simply involves constructing surrogate transfer entropy measurements as before, however this time retaining the local values399

within those surrogate measurements and building a distribution of those surrogates. Measured local values are then statistically400

tested against this null distribution of local surrogates to assess their statistical significance.401

We generated ten times as many surrogate local values as the number of actual local estimates, with a total of approximately402

371 million local surrogates. This large set of surrogate local values was used to estimate p-values of actual local values of the403

transfer entropy. If p-value is sufficiently small, then the test fails and the value of the transfer entropy is considered significant404

(the value represents an actual relationship). The Benjamini-Hochberg94 procedure was used to select the p-value cutoff whilst405

controlling for the false discovery rate under (N) multiple comparisons.406
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Supplementary information

Supplementary Figure S1. Transfer entropy within the school during several U-turns. The figure plots the school’s
polarisation during a U-turn and the detected transfer entropy over a time interval of approximately 35 seconds. The purple line
represents the school’s polarisation, while dots represent local values of transfer entropy between all directed pairs of fish: red
dots represent positive transfer entropy and blue dots represent negative transfer entropy. Time is discretised in steps of length
0.02 seconds and for each time step 20 points of these local measures are plotted, for the 20 directed pairs formed out of 5 fish.
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Supplementary Video S1. Fish undergoing the representative U-turn. The movie shows five Hemigrammus rhodostomus
swimming in the ring-shaped tank for approximately 6 seconds, during which they undergo the U-turn presented in the main
article.
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Supplementary Video S2. Animation of the representative U-turn showing transfer entropy dynamics. The movie
shows an animation of the representative U-turn over a time interval of approximately 2 seconds. On the top-left is the
ring-shaped tank with the five fish, represented by arrows of different shades of purple. On the bottom is the transfer entropy
between any directed pair of fish over the time interval: red dots represent positive transfer entropy and blued dots represent
negative transfer entropy. Time is discretised in steps of length 0.02 seconds and for each time step 20 points of transfer entropy
are plotted, for the 20 directed pairs that can be formed out of 5 fish. On the top-right is the network of transient neighbours
changing over time. Each node represents a fish and each directed edge entering a node indicates the transfer entropy to that
fish from the other four (the source fish is easily identifiable from the angle of the edges). The colour of the edges changes
during the U-turn: strong red indicates intense positive transfer entropy; strong blue indicates intense negative transfer entropy;
intermediate grey indicates that transfer entropy is close to zero.
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